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What is SQL?
•

SQL stands for Structured Query Language.
– Designed to retrieve data from relational databases, as well as to build and
administer those databases.

•

SQL is declarative, not procedural
– Many computer languages are procedural -- the programmer must specify
the steps to follow in order to obtain the desired result.
– SQL is declarative -- the programmer specifies the desired result, and the
computer determines the best procedures to get the desired result.
– Example: Suppose you are at a restaurant.
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What is SQL?
– Declarative
• Server: What would you like?
• Customer: Grilled Chicken salad.
• The cooking staff is responsible for determining the best way to satisfy
the customer's request. They are analogous to the database optimizer
– Procedural
• Server: What do you want me to do?
• Customer: First, have one of the cooking staff clean a chicken. Then
have them cook the chicken over an open flame at medium-high heat
until it is almost well done. Then have them slice it into quarter inch
strips. Then have them wash a head of lettuce, chop it coarsely, etc.
– Like the proverbial genie, however, SQL will grant you what you ask for,
which may or may not be what you really want.
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Components of SQL
•

Data Query Language (DQL) - statements used to retrieve data from a
database

•

Data Manipulation Language (DML) - statements used to alter the data
in a database

•

Data Definition Language (DDL) - statements used to define the data in
a database (i.e., the database structure)

•

Data Control Language (DCL) - statements used to control access to
data in a database
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Components of SQL
•

DQL/DML
– Data Query Language (DQL) - statements used to retrieve data from a
database
• e.g., Select, from, where
– Data Manipulation Language (DML) - statements used to alter the data in a
database
• e.g., Insert, update, delete
– Sometimes people include DQL in the definition of DML

•

Data Definition Language (DDL) - statements used to define the data in
a database (i.e., the database structure)
– e.g., Create table, create index

•

Data Control Language (DCL) - statements used to control access to
data in a database
– e.g., Grant, revoke
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Interactive vs. Embedded SQL
•

SQL generally run in two ways: Interactive or embedded

•

Interactive SQL
– Run SQL using the database itself
– Modify queries as needed
– e.g., QMF, Rocket Shuttle

•

Embedded SQL
– SQL queries executed within another language
– e.g., COBOL, Visual Basic, SAS (proc SQL)
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Standard SQL
•

Standard SQL was originally defined by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), and has since become one of the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards

•

Each product utilizing SQL uses a slightly different implementation

•

No software I know of conforms precisely to standard SQL
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Queries
•

A query is simply a set of SQL instructions

•

A query is to a declarative language as a program is to a procedural
language

•

As analysts, most of the SQL we use is Data Query Language

•

Many people who have used SQL for years have never had the need to
use anything but DQL
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Examples
•

This presentation is based on the Northwind database

•

What is the Northwind database?
– A sample database included with Access, SQL Server

•

Why use the Northwind database?
– Readily available--if you have Access, you have the Northwind database
– Easy to understand data structure
– Avoids security issues associated with using real bank data

•

Let's begin
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Select, From
•

Select columns from a table. See qselect1.

•

Select * will select all columns from the indicated table. See qselect2.
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Query format
•

Structured vs. Free-form
– Structured

SELECT OrderID, CustomerID, Freight
FROM Orders AS A
WHERE Freight >
(SELECT Avg(Freight)
FROM Orders AS B
WHERE A.CustomerID=B.CustomerID)
ORDER BY CustomerID;

– Free-form
OrderID,
Orders AS

SELECT
CustomerID
, Freight FROM

A WHERE Freight > (SELECT
Avg(Freight) FROM Orders AS
B WHERE A.CustomerID
=B.CustomerID) ORDER
BY CustomerID;

•

Free-form works, but structured is better
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Where
•

Where clause is used to specify conditions that must be true for the
row to be included in the result set. See qwhere1.

•

The value in the Where clause, in this case "Mexico", is called a literal

•

Literals most often appear in the Where clause, but can also appear in
the Select clause

•

An example of this appears below
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Comparison operators
•

Used with the Where clause

•

Three categories: Relational, Boolean and Set operators

•

Relational operators include =, <=, etc.

•

Boolean operators include And, Or, Not

•

Set operators include between, in, is null, like
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Not
•

Used in the Where clause to specify conditions that must be false for
the row to be included in the result set. See qnot1.

•

Note: most, if not all, SQL versions have some symbol for "not equal
to"
– DB2: <>
– SAS: ^=
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And/Or
•

Used in the Where clause

•

And - Requires multiple conditions to be true. See qand1.

•

Or - Requires at least one of several conditions to be true. See qor1.

•

Grouping multiple conditions
– The way that conditions are grouped (using parentheses) determines the
order in which they are evaluated
– In the absence of parentheses, Not has the highest priority, followed by
And, then Or
– Examples--Compare the following:
• Where (Gender='F' And Age>18) Or (Age>21 And Gender='M')
• Where Gender='F' And (Age>18 OR Age>21) And Gender='M'

•

Example of literal in Select clause. See qand2.
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In
•

Can be used instead of multiple statements with Or. See qin1.

•

Compare the queries qin1 with qor1

•

Using Not with In
– See qnotin1, qnotin2
– Compare WHERE NOT Country IN ("Mexico","Canada") vs. WHERE
Country NOT IN ("Mexico","Canada")
• Some SQL variants accept the first syntax, not the second
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Between
•

See qbetween1

•

Date literals
– In Access, enclosed by pound signs (#1/1/2008#)
– In DB2, enclosed by single quotes ('1/1/2008')

•

Note: Some SQL variants will generate no results if the first literal is
greater than the second
– e.g., Where X Between 10 And 1
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Like
•

Criteria based on similarity rather than equality or inequality. See
qlike1.

•

Wild cards
– DB2
• _ means exactly one character
• % means any number of characters (including zero)
– Access
• ? means exactly one character
• * means any number of characters (including zero)
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Like
•

Case sensitivity
– If fields in the database are case sensitive, then your LIKE statement may
be as well
– To ensure correct matches:
• Use a function that converts a column to all upper or lower case (e.g.,
UPPER in DB2, UCase in Access)
• Compare that column against an all upper or lower case literal. See
qlike2.
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Is Null
•

A null is a missing value

•

Queries involving fields with nulls do not always act as expected.
Rows with null valued fields can be invisible to queries.

•

See qisnull1, qisnull2, qisnull3.
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Order By
•

See qorderby1, qorderby2
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Select Distinct
•

Suppresses duplicate results. See qselectdistinct1.

•

Duplicate results are based on the rows selected by the query, not
necessarily the rows in the source data.

•

See qselectdistinct2 - columns happen to be equal

•

See qselectdistinct3 - calculations create equivalence
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Row Functions
•

Sometimes called scalar functions, built-in functions (that term is
ambiguous)

•

Generates a value for each row in result table

•

One common row function replaces nulls with a specified value, such
as zero
– DB2 - coalesce
– Oracle - nvl
– MS Access - nz

•

See qrowfunctions1
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Column Functions
•

Sometimes called vector functions

•

Generates a value based on a group of rows

•

See qcolumnfunctions1

•

Count(DISTINCT X)
– Counts rows that would appear in the results of "SELECT DISTINCT X"
– Access doesn't support this statement, DB2 does
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Functions and nulls
•

Rowwise addition: Null+N=Null. See qfunctionsandnulls1

•

Columnwise addition: Null+N=N. See qfunctionsandnulls2
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Column Aliases
•

Assign meaningful names to calculated columns

•

See qcolumnaliases1
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Group By, Having
•

Group By
– Works like select distinct
– See qgroupby1

•

Having
– Where allows conditions to be applied to columns
– Having allows conditions to be applied to column functions. See qhaving1.
– Having can also work like Where (see qhaving2). This is generally a less
efficient use of Having.
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Table aliases
•

Qualified column names
– Column names are often qualified - preceded by the name of the source
table or view. See qtablealiases1.

•

Table aliases can simplify this. See qtablealiases2.
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Joins
•

Generally speaking, joins select columns from more than one table

•

Types of joins
– Inner Join
– Left Join (or Left Outer Join)
– Right Join (or Right Outer Join)
– Full Outer Join
– Cross Join (aka Cartesian product)
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Joins
•

Understanding the types of joins
– Suppose table A is to be joined to table B based on some join conditions.
• An inner join (A inner join B) selects only those rows of A and B that
meet the conditions.
• A left join (A left join B) selects every row of A, and only those rows of
B that meet the conditions.
• A right join (A right join B) selects every row of B, and only those rows
of A that meet the conditions.
• A full outer join (A full outer join B) selects
– Every row of A that doesn't meet the conditions
– Every row of B that doesn't meet the conditions
– Every row of A and B that does meet the conditions
– It is equivalent to the union of a left join with the corresponding
right join (we didn't discuss unions yet)
• A cross join will attach every row of A to every row of B
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Joins
•

Inner join
– Older syntax - see qinnerjoin1
– Newer syntax - see qinnerjoin2
– Both are valid

•

Left join
– See qinnerjoin3, qleftjoin1
– Also used to find unmatched records. See qleftjoin2.

•

Right join
– See qrightjoin1

•

Full outer join
– Access doesn't support this statement, DB2 does
– Example appears after Unions are discussed
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Joins
•

Cross joins (Cartesian products)
– Joins each row of one table to each and every row of another table
– Usually occur by accident, when the join condition is inadvertently omitted
– Example
• Table 1 has c1 columns and r1 rows
• Table 2 has c2 columns and r2 rows
• Table 1 cross join Table 2 has c1+c2 columns (usually not a problem)
and r1 x r2 rows (usually a big problem)
– Almost always detrimental to system performance
– Still, there are some applications for these
• Example: see
http://michaelmina.info/courses/bidwc/building_a_time_dimension.ppt
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Unions
•

Generally speaking, unions combine rows from more than one table

•

Union All - does not deduplicate the results. See qunion1

•

Union - deduplicates the results. See qunion2

•

Full outer join simulation
– See qleftjoin3, qrightjoin2, qfullouterjoin1
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Subqueries
•

Also called subselect

•

See qsubquery1, qsubquery2

•

Nested table expression
– A special kind of subquery which is used in place of a table
– They sometimes help queries run more efficiently. See qnestedtable1.
– Access reformats these queries and changes their syntax
– At NCC, they are recommended when using tables containing multiple
period end dates
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Correlated subqueries
•

A subquery joined to the main query that contains it.

•

See qcorrsubquery1, qcorrsubquery2
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Create Table, Select Into
•

Create a table without data
– See qcreatetable1

•

Create a table by selecting data from another source
– Access doesn't support this, DB2 does, SAS proc sql does

•

Select Into. See qselectinto1
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Create Index, Drop Index
•

See qcreateindex1

•

DB2 specific syntax
CREATE INDEX indexname
ON tablename
(column1, column2 ASC)
USING STOGROUP SGSMS
PRIQTY 14400
SECQTY 1440
BUFFERPOOL BP24

•

See qdropindex1
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Insert, Update, Delete
•

Insert specified values - see qinsert1, qinsert2

•

Insert selected rows from another table - see qinsert3

•

See qupdate1

•

See qdelete1, qdelete2

•

In DB2/QMF, if you know you will not be doing inserts, updates, or
deletes to a table you create using a SAVE DATA statement, you can
make your query more efficient by adding the following at the end of
the query:
– FOR READ ONLY
SELECT *
FROM TABLE1
FOR READ ONLY
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Drop Table, Other related commands
•

See qdroptable1

•

Alter Table - Used to:
– Add a column (see qaltertable1)
– Add a constraint (a restriction on columns). Valid constraints include
PRIMARY KEY, UNIQUE and NOT NULL. This does not seem to work in my
DB2 tablespace.
– Drop a column (this is not standard SQL)

•

Create View (a virtual table)
– Access doesn't support this, DB2 does
CREATE VIEW VIEWNAME AS
SELECT …
FROM …
WHERE …
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Granting user privileges
•

User privileges are granted using the GRANT statement.

•

The syntax is:
– GRANT privileges ON object TO user list [WITH GRANT OPTION]

•

The privileges that can be granted are
– SELECT - the right to select data
– INSERT - the right to insert data
– UPDATE - the right to update data (i.e., change values)
– DELETE - the right to delete data
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Granting user privileges
•

The objects are tables and views. Many RDBMS do not support
insertion, updating, or deletion of data from a view.

•

The user list is the list of users to whom the privileges will be granted.
PUBLIC will grant the privileges to all users.

•

WITH GRANT OPTION allows those in the user list to grant to other
users the privileges that they possess.
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Granting user privileges
•

Examples:

•

GRANT SELECT, INSERT ON PRODUCT TO USER1, USER2 WITH
GRANT OPTION
– This will grant the privilege to select data from and insert data into
PRODUCT, to USER1 and USER2. Also, it also allows them to grant those
same privileges to other users.

•

GRANT SELECT ON PRODUCT_VIEW TO PUBLIC
– This grants all users the right to select data from PRODUCT_VIEW.
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Revoking user privileges
•

User privileges are revoked using the REVOKE statement.

•

The syntax is:
– REVOKE [GRANT OPTION FOR] privileges ON object FROM user list

•

Examples:

•

REVOKE GRANT OPTION FOR INSERT ON PRODUCT FROM USER1
– This removes from USER1 the ability to grant to others the privilege to
insert data into PRODUCT.

•

REVOKE INSERT ON PRODUCT FROM USER1
– This removes from USER1 the privilege to insert data into PRODUCT.
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Thank you
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